Vietnam-visa.com To Launch Upgraded Website Version
Recently, an upgraded version of Vietnam-visa.com has been released with more
user-friendly interface and new features that are tailored to usersâ€™ needs. The
launching of new version has received positive feedback from users.
February 7, 2012 (FPRC) -- Vietnam-visa.com is among a few leading websites in Vietnam
entrusted by thousands for providing foreign tourists and businessmen with Vietnam visa on arrival
every year. With more than 10 year experience in visa service, the website http://Vietnam-visa.com
has been a familiar name among travel community.
Recently, an upgraded version of Vietnam-visa.com has been released with more user-friendly
interface and new features that are tailored to usersâ€™ needs. The launching of new version has
received positive feedback from users.
On the celebration of the upgraded version going online, Mr. Nguyen, CEO of Vietnam-visa.com,
stated: "The new version with updated content and featured tools promises to bring a new look to
the website as well as to enhance its usability in providing customers with the best experiences
possible while using Vietnam-visa.com. The changes and innovations represent our effort to reach
out and fulfill expectations from internet users and our potential clients. Furthermore, it reflects our
ambition in striving to be better and do better."
The upgraded version of Vietnam-visa.com allows users to easily surf through important pages with
updated information about Vietnam visa as well as other Vietnam travel issues. A new Q&A section
was designed for customers to submit questions directly to the website. The questions will be
displayed and answered by our support staff and any other website user who wishes to share their
experiences. Along with the Q&A section is a page for Vietnam visa tips which covers all
visa-related guides categorized for users from specific nationalities.
Aside from Vietnam visa application service, the new version also features other extra services
including Vietnam visa extension service, Vietnam hotel booking service, Transportation service and
Tour booking service. We are happy to include in the new version a tutorial video to guide
customers through the visa application process and brand-new tools for checking visa processing
status and calculating service fees.
In launching the upgraded version, Vietnam-visa.com also offers special discount programs
including VIP Account and Corporate Account program. While VIP account is run as a special thank
you to our frequent customers, Corporate Account is designed to best assist clients representing big
companies or organizations. More information regarding these programs can be found at
http://www.vietnam-visa.com/corporate.html.
Dying to tell us ways of improving it?
We want our new website version to be everything you want it to be and so would love to know your
thoughts. You can be as honest as you like, so please email any (constructive) comments to
support@vietnam-visa.com and let us know what you think.
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Contact Information
For more information contact Thuong Dinh of Vietnam Discovery Travel Jsc.
(http://www.vietnam-visa.com)
+84.437.925.078
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